Comparison Among EU-ADR, OMOP, Mini-Sentinel And MATRICE Strategies For Data Extraction And Management
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Background: Data collection for epidemiologic studies is increasingly performed as data transformation from local organizations. Several research teams in Europe and US have recently tackled the additional challenge of pooling heterogeneous data sources. A conceptual framework describing the whole data transformation process
is lacking.

**Objectives:** Compare the strategies adopted by four projects: EU-ADR (EU), Mini-Sentinel (US), OMOP (US) and MATRICE (IT).

**Methods:** The data sources were compared. A conceptual framework describing the data transformation process was introduced splitting the process in three steps: metadata reorganization (T1), semantic transformation to produce datasets of specific events (T2), data linkage to produce datasets for analysis (T3). The strategies of the four groups were mapped onto this model and compared. Quality procedures and software tools were compared as well.

**Results:** EU-ADR managed the most heterogeneous pool of data sources with respect to country of origin, settings of data collection, coding systems and natural languages of clinical notes in free text. OMOP and Mini-Sentinel data sources had similar level of heterogeneity while MATRICE pooled data from homogeneous local databases. As for data transformation, step T3 was the most comparable across groups: common procedures were implemented in software tools. Step T1 was the most heterogeneous: from informal documentation (EU-ADR) to formally coded loading procedures (Mini-Sentinel and OMOP) to text files feeding a common software (MATRICE). Multiple definitions for the same clinical event were adopted in Step T2: in OMOP they all entered the study and impact of different definitions was evaluated on performance; in EU-ADR definitions were compared in terms of incidence rates within and between local data providers; Mini-Sentinel and EU-ADR conducted medical chart review, MATRICE and Mini-Sentinel performed validation studies. Ad-hoc programming languages were developed for T2 in OMOP, Mini-Sentinel and MATRICE.

**Conclusions:** The framework we introduced made comparison possible. EU-ADR pooled the most heterogeneous data with the least formally coded data transformation procedures.